
Morna Embroidered Linen
Cushion

The Morna cushion is made of our beautiful 100%
linen. The fabric travels all the way from Italy and is
screen printed and hand embroidered in our studio in
Colombia. Inspired by ferns found in the lush forests of
Scotland, this pillow style cushion has the perfect
shape for a lying in bed or reading afternoon on your
favorite sofa. Combine it with our soft and crisp bed
linens or our cozy throws. Allow 3-6 weeks for delivery.
Mrs. Lovegood's pieces are crafted in an environment
of joy, tranquility, love and respect. These
surroundings find their way into every fibre of our
items, creating a product charged with positive
energy. We believe that every object carries its own
history, the artisans who embroider and weave with
their prodigious hands, imprint a bit of their soul in
each product. Our pieces, just as every fibre and
artisan, are one of a kind and each imperfection, is a
nod of appreciation and acceptance to the beauty of a
unique handmade product.
Read More
SKU: HOCU25
Price: $330
Stock: instock
Categories: Bedroom, cushions, Home
Tags: bedroom, cushions, embroidered, home, linen

Product Description

Hand embroidered and screen handprinted, 100% Linen cushion See more>>
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Ida Cushion

This classic cushion is  woven in soft Baby Alpaca wool 
on a shuttle loom and then finished with hand-tied
tassels. Its drape and softness is a beautiful and cosy
statement for your bed or sofa. Allow 4-8 weeks for
delivery.
Mrs. Lovegood's pieces are crafted in an environment
of joy, tranquility, love and respect. These
surroundings find their way into every fibre of our
items, creating a product charged with positive
energy. We believe that every object carries its own
history, the artisans who embroider and weave with
their prodigious hands, imprint a bit of their soul in
each product. Our pieces, just as every fibre and
artisan, are one of a kind and each imperfection, is a
nod of appreciation and acceptance to the beauty of a
unique handmade product.  
Read More
SKU:
Price: $350
Stock: instock
Categories: Bedroom, cushions, Home
Tags: cushion, cushions

Product Description
Soft handmade Baby Alpaca cushion.
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Lara alpaca cushion

Our Lara  cushion is an exploration on our alpaca
cushion collection. This Baby Alpaca Cushion features
beautiful hand-worked ladder and backstitch, with
handprinted on a textile carefully woven on a shuttle
loom,  bringing memories from the past but easily
enjoyed in your contemporary lifestyle. Its shape is a
perfect match to your time spent in bed or reading on
your favorite armchair.   Allow 3-6 weeks for delivery.
Mrs. Lovegood's pieces are crafted in an environment
of joy, tranquility, love and respect. These
surroundings find their way into every fibre of our
items, creating a product charged with positive
energy. We believe that every object carries its own
history, the artisans who embroider and weave with
their prodigious hands, imprint a bit of their soul in
each product. Our pieces, just as every fibre and
artisan, are one of a kind and each imperfection, is a
nod of appreciation and acceptance to the beauty of a
unique handmade product.
Read More
SKU:
Price: $355
Stock: instock
Categories: Bedroom, cushions, Home
Tags: cushion, cushions

Product Description
Soft  Baby Alpaca cushion woven in a shuttle loom.
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